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Flowserve is pleased to announce an interim release of Performance! the industry’s 
foremost Control Valve Sizing, Selection and Project Management Software. Following 
are details about new product/features, enhancements done and bugs resolved in this 
release. 
 
Enhancements  
 
Factory Acceptance Standard Test (FAST) implemented for Positioners 
 
Factory Acceptance Standard Test (FAST) has been implemented in Performance! 
12.6327 for few digital and analog positioners in Springville site. The digital positioners 
for which FAST has been included are Logix 3200MD, Logix 3400MD, Logix 520, Logix 
520MD+, Logix 420 and the analog positioners include XL, XL-90 and Beta. 
Implementing FAST gives more accurate and realistic testing, allowing increased 
confidence in the field.  
 
FAST must be used on all SHELL valves with digital positioners and will be the 
default test method on all other valves unless othe rwise specified by the 
customer .  
 
FAST utilizes the digital positioner to evaluate the performance of the valve package 
and provides a pass/fail evaluation or calibration for the following items:  
 
• Stroke calibration  
• Pressure calibration  
• Friction calibration  
• Pneumatic leak (baseline)  
• Hysteresis  
• Repeatability  
• Linearity  
• Ramp response (friction change, zero and span verification)  
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These tests are included at different acceptance levels and pricing has also been 
enabled for them. 

Image 1: FAST applicable for Logix digital positioners 
 

Image 2: FAST applicable for BETA, XL and XL-90 positioners 
 
Issues Fixed 
 
Issue #  0015627, 0015194, 0015192, 0015109, 0015083, 0014896, 0015182, 0015184, 
0015239, 0015198, 0015325, 0015257, 0015244 
 
The summary report of issues is given below: 
 
0015194 - Serial Number, Specification Sheet and Qu antity Dialogue : There is a 
change in Serial # of the Valve in Specification Sheet header. The Valve Serial # follows 
the example 123456.001 for multiple quantities and single quantity. Also, serial number 
sequence in quantity dialogue has been fixed as well. 
 
0015387 - Activate Quote number: A user requested to display the Quote # on the 
printed specification sheet during quote stage. This issue is resolved. If the Serial # is 
not specified, then Quote # would be populated and printed in the spec sheet. However, 
if only Serial # or both Serial # & Quote # are specified, the Serial # would be printed in 
the specification sheet. 
 
0015182 – Turnex, Actuator size 45 : Turnex actuator size 45 is now available for 
selection and sizing with double acting cylinder configuration. This size is available for 
selection with double acting cylinder provided the air supply does not exceed 5 bar(g). 
Similarly, actuator size 52 is now available for selection and sizing. Also, the spring 
rates have been updated for the Turnex actuator springs. 
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0015109 - Application crash : Performance! crashed every time when a user tried to 
compare two different valve models. This issue is fixed. 
 
0015239 - Valtek GS, Parts List format : The parts list format of Valtek GS parts has 
been updated to accommodate more characters. 
 
0015192 - Wrong Currency : A user reported that he was getting currency in Euros 
instead of Dollars. This issue is fixed now.  
 
0015235 - Currency data update:  The currency data has been updated. Now the 
currency data from oracle is matching with data type in database. 
 
0015083 - MultiStream, Estimated Stroke : Performance! calculated the incorrect 
estimated stroke while using the MultiStream retainer. This issue is fixed now. 
 
0014896 - RG, 3-Way Positioner : For single acting spring return RG actuator, 3-way 
positioner has been set as default and 4-way positioner is blocked now. Also, for double 
acting RG actuator, 4-way positioner has been set as default.  
 
0015184 - MaxFlo 3, No Integral Plate : The trim type attribute for MaxFlo 3 valve was 
not displaying correct value in the printed spec sheet. The ‘Standard’ value was 
displayed instead of ‘No Integral Plate’. This happened when valve model was changed 
from ShearStream HP to MaxFlow 3 without resetting the default valve specification. 
This issue is fixed now. 

 
0015198 - Logix 400, NAF : The Logix 400 series positioner is now rule blocked for NAF 
products with Turnex actuators. 

0015378 – Mismatch in Trim Size : A user reported that Specification screen was 
showing different trim size than the one selected in the Sizing screen. The string code 
was mismatching with that of used in product definition. This issue is resolved now.  

Thanks to all who contributed to this release. 
 
 
Please continue to report all issues in our tracker : 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker  
 
 
Flowserve - Performance! Team 
performance@flowserve.com 


